Multiple mini punch grafts for extensive ulcer: a case report
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ABSTRACT
Multiple mini punch grafts is the placing of mini size of full thickness skins on to ulcer bed. They consist of epidermal and dermal component composed with hair follicles and other skin appendices where epidermal stem cells are located. The epidermal stem cells are the best source of epidermal cells in reconstruction of skin equivalent that is usually used for replacing classic split thickness skin graft in recovering extensive ulcer. In this article, the application of multiple mini punch grafts onto extensive ulcer is reported. A case of extensive ulcer was suffered by a 6-year-old boy whose left foot is injured in a traffic accident. His toes had already been amputated by surgeon but a classic skin graft failed to recover the ulcer. Multiple mini punch grafts had been harvested from his inguinal and buttock skin and they were placed onto his ulcer. Pre and post mini punch grafting photographs were reviewed. After eight weeks, placed multiple mini punch tissues onto large ulcer reveals lateral extensions and more than 90% of epithelialization. Multiple mini punch grafts can be used as a method to cover large ulcer.

INTRODUCTION
In the traffic accident, full thickness of skin may be extensively loose. The split thickness skin graft may be failed to recover the loss tissues because of limitation of skin donors and harvesting large skin may cause a large scar formation, when skin graft is forced to use. In such cases, skin equivalent grafting can be chosen because epidermal equivalent of this reconstructive skin reveals the capacity of life...
organ as shown in its responding to physical injury in a staged and specific pattern of cell migration, re-epithelialization, and cytokine expression. The best source of epidermal cells for this purpose is epidermal stem cells that are located along basal layers, sebaceous glands and around the hair follicles. Several problems in skin reconstructive transplantation are the handling of the fragile sheets, variable “take rates”, blister formation due to ulcer bed secretion, scarring and contracture of the graft. Other disadvantages are: high cost and the fact that it can only be reconstructed by clinicians who are familiar or have a relation with human cells culture technique researchers.

Multiple mini punch grafts are grafting of multiple mini size full thickness skins with multipurpose. It is most popular in hair transplantation for preparing follicular unit transplantation, but it is also used in acne scar correction, re-pigmentation of vitiligo. They consist of epidermal and dermal component rich with hair follicles and other skin appendixes where epidermal stem cells are located. Placing mini punch tissues onto ulcer bed maybe similar with cultivation of stem cells in hypoxia condition, a method for propagating stem cells to release growth factors. This presumption is based on a report by Kirsner et al. Punchn graft acts as a pharmacologic agent in stimulating granulation of the venous ulcer bed as well as migration of previously dormant wound edges.

Application of mini punch grafts onto large ulcer has never been published. It has been reported in the treatment limited size of chronic leg ulcers. In this case report, it was reported the application of multiple mini punch grafts onto extensive traffic accident ulcer.

**CASE REPORT**

A six-year-old boy who had a traffic accident was referenced because of epithelialization failures. Eight months before, he had the first operation performed by orthopedic surgeon for amputating the toes, fixing fragmented bones, and classic skin grafting. Unfortunately, the skin grafting was not taking and skin grafted wound become an extensive chronic ulcer.

At the first visit, an extensive chronic ulcer on both dorsal and plantar left foot was observed. The ulcer showed an easy bleeding of granulation tissue with profuse fluid secretion covered by normal saline immersed gauges (FIGURE 1). Based on this condition, it was decided to take care of the ulcer by Sofratule®, 0.1% gentamycin ointment in occlusive dressing technique to prevent new bleeding in the replacing next new dressing. Cefixime 30 mg twice a day and 150 mg of tranexamic acid twice a day are also given for a week.

**FIGURE 1. Ulcer condition in the first visit.**
After a week of therapy, bleeding in replaced dressing as well as fluid secretion was not observed anymore but epithelialization was still poor. The treatment has been continued but oral therapy was stopped. After a month of treatment, epithelialization was just limited in a small area in the ankle as shown by black arrows on FIGURE 2. Based on this condition, it was decided to perform multiple mini-punch grafts.

FIGURE 2. Ulcer condition after a month of occlusive treatment.

**Surgical Procedures**

Multiple mini-punch grafts (MMPGs) were performed in three phases. First, testing of MMPGs taken from left inguinal skin was placed onto dorsal and inner side of feet. Second, MMGs taken from right inguinal skin was placed onto lateral side of feet. Third, MMPGs taken from buttock skin was placed onto plantar side of feet. The third operation has been performed after previous MMPGs of dorsal feet showed confluence in skin sheet as a space for placing adhesive tape for fixing MMPGs onto plantar feet against gravitation force.

**Skin donor harvesting and grafting**

After disinfecting skin with povidone iodine 10% and placing sterile linen onto operation area, the skin was injected with tumescent anesthetic (1: 300,000 epinephrine plus 0.2% lidocaine in sterile normal saline). Skin harvesting was performed by 0.2 mm disposable punch device. MMPGs were then harvested by cutting a piece of skin in dermal-fat level and placed them onto gauges immersed with sterile normal saline (to prevent skin dehydration) before they were placed onto ulcer bed.

Before grafting, ulcer bed was washed and immersed with sterile normal saline. Placing of MMPGs onto ulcer bed was performed piece by piece with blepharoplasty skin’s forceps. All of procedure was performed without any anesthetic drugs (FIGURE 3). The ulcer and MMPGs were then covered by netting gauze (Sofratule®) followed by an occlusive dressing for a week. In second week, topical silver ointment (Burnazin®) was then applied to promote lateral extension of MMPGs.
RESULTS

After a week of grafting, punched tissue islands showed that they were tightly attached onto ulcer bed. They were proved by resistance attachment in dry removing of sofratule. The beginning of their lateral extension was observed in week two. At the same time, ulcer edge tissue migration to the central area was also observed. Confluences of punched tissue to perform epithelial sheet were observed in week three (FIGURE 4).

The final result can be observed in FIGURE 5. Eight weeks after the last operation, more than 90% of epithelialization was observed on recipient sites and slightly hypo and hyperchromic color was found on donor sites.
DISCUSSION

In case of extensive ulcer when enough source of skin donor is not available, such as in case of extensive burn, most of modern surgeons may perform grafting of reconstructive skin as skin substitute.\cite{17,18} This material is made from a small piece of patient’s own skin by in-vitro cultivating fibroblasts from dermal side and keratinocytes from epidermal side. Fibroblasts monolayer is then cultivated in the collagen matrixes to perform dermal equivalent and in media-air interphase, keratinocytes are then dropped onto dermal equivalent surface to perform a large reconstructive skin.\cite{19}

Donor can be taken from any site of skin. Epidermal cells are composed of three population cells, namely; epidermal stem cells (SCs), transient amplifying cells, and non proliferative basal cells. Epidermal construction from transient amplifying cells formed faster than the others; however, the epidermis from the SCs population shows continuity in growing and expressing the reporter gene for long time period.\cite{20} In a case of limited source of epidermal cells, autologous of epidermal SCs can be generated from follicular outer root sheath cells as previously published by Limat and Hunziker.\cite{21}

A controversy of this technique is arisen due to use of recombinant epidermal growth factor (EGF) for keratinocytes and fetal bovine serum for fibroblast cultivation. The future effect of both materials in patient is not fully predicted, especially in a case of bovine viral infection. In another site, handling of reconstructive skin grafting among surgeons is not easy. It is fragile sheet and easy to be broken.\cite{6} Clinical studies show that grafting takes rates are variable, blister formations are sometimes found, scarring and contractures are also often observed.\cite{7} In addition, except for highly cost, skin reconstructive skills is not always available in developing countries.
Those problems lead researches to develop a technique namely cells spray for epithelialization. The cells can be directly harvested from a small piece (1: 100 of wound size) of patient’s skin, or cultivated in vitro to achieve numbers of viable cells. In this technique, donor skin is cut and enzymatic digestion with 2.5 unit/mL dispase followed by 0.05% trypsin-EDTA in Ringer lactate solution is used to harvest epidermal cells. Mixed epidermal cells are then sprayed onto wound bed. They reported that this technique shows a successful result of various depth of burn victims. Compared to the classic graft, cells spray showed similar functional and esthetic outcome.

In order to mask scar formation of donor area, scalp skin can also be used. Different with reconstructive skin which needs a month for cultivation, the cells spray technique may only need time less than an hour if direct cells isolation is chosen.

Mini punched tissues consist of full thickness skin where epidermal stem cells are located. Epidermal stem cells have high plasticity to proliferate and difference to mature cells that are needed in damage tissues repair. They are also resistant against aging process agents that commonly exist in chronic ulcer. Placing stem cells in hypoxia condition, as commonly found on ulcer bed surface, can propagate them to release various growth factors that are needed for healing process, with anti aging properties that are needed for aged cells in wound edge to proliferate and migrate to central area of ulcer. All of those theories are proved in our case. Placing MMPGs is not only capable to proliferate and perform skin sheet but it also shows evidence of stimulating ulcer edge epithelialization and migration (FIGURE 4).

In limited facility of hospital such as ours, skin reconstructive and cells spray may be practiced in the few next years. Unfortunately, limited available skin donor in extensive ulcer patient, such as in this case, cannot wait for application of those techniques. Other more simple techniques should be defined. In this case, MMPGs have a proof to solve the problem. According to Nordström and Hansson, MMPGs are very simple techniques and they can be performed even by nurses in primary health program.

CONCLUSION

A case of extensive ulcer suffered by a 6–year-old boy that fails to be treated by classic skin graft has been presented. Due to limited source of skin donor, another skin grafting was impossible to be performed. This case can be handled by an easy technique of multi mini-punch grafts that was performed in two months of a three-step surgery.
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